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Virtual Instruments offers a comprehensive storage testing and validation solution for SAN, NAS and object storage that
is unmatched in the industry. A single 2U appliance can replace racks of servers, hundreds or even thousands of virtual
machines (VMs) and loads of customized scripting. With WorkloadWisdom (formerly known at Load DynamiX)
storage performance validation appliances, IT operations, storage engineering, performance and QA teams can
better understand performance problems and scaling limitations by showing how changes to storage and
network product configurations and feature sets impact overall performance. The WorkloadWisdom appliances
are easy to deploy, and include pre-built test templates within the user interface that improve testing productivity
and efficiency right out-of-the-box.

WorkloadWisdom Performance Validation
VI has various appliance configurations for Ethernet or Fibre Channel-based storage to help customers answer a few
seemingly simple, but in reality, complex questions:


What storage technology is best for each of our business applications – e.g. Flash, hybrid systems, NFSv4,
OpenStack, CEPH?



Which vendor and/or product is best for each of our workloads?



Can I benchmark before going live and verify all connections, configurations and ports?



Will patches, firmware and OS updates degrade performance, cause outages or will they fix issues?

These key questions and more can be answered from testing with the Load DynamiX Enterprise platform.
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The

WorkloadWisdom

platform

provides

comprehensive

storage

workload

modeling

and

performance validation, enabling storage architects, IT operations personnel and storage engineers to
optimize the performance, availability and cost of the storage infrastructure. The platform supports all file,
block and object storage protocols and is comprised of two components: the WorkloadWisdom software and
the Performance Validation Appliances for extreme storage load testing.
The WorkloadWisdom application uses a Web-based GUI and is a comprehensive test management
platform that includes simplified workload modeling and a rich set of performance analytics. The validation
appliances are purpose-built load generators that are capable of executing complex traffic emulation at extreme
loads. With WorkloadWisdom’ broad protocol coverage, detailed performance emulation of storage protocols
provides accurate emulation of workloads across any file, block and object storage system.

Change Management and Validation
One of the best use cases of VirtualWisdoms’ capability is in the realm of change management. Every time
an application changes, a switch is updated or a storage system is modified, performance can be negatively
affected. Nearly every IT operations manager has a nightmare story of when a software update was introduced
prematurely into production and negatively affected or brought down a key business application. Being able to
automate and validate the effect on latency of application upgrades, changes, and firmware updates on the
networked storage infrastructure before putting them into production allows the operations team to mitigate
risk, assure consistent performance and save time performing manual tests.
Take for instance, determining the optimal queue depth setting for a Fibre Channel host bus adapter. The
size of the queue depth can have a significant impact on IOPs, throughput and latency. The default queue depth
for at least one leading HBA vendor changed from 32 to 64 in ESX/ESXi version 5. Do you accept that new
value or test for its effect on performance? What if you changed the block request size at the same time? With
Load DynamiX, testing such potential changes are fast and simple. An example follows the illustration.
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Illustration clockwise from top left:


The WorkloadWisdom main dashboard, from which all functions are available … test set up, execution,
reporting, analysis, and collaboration. All functionality is available without scripting.



Test bed setup, graphically showing the relationship between two Load DynamiX appliance ports and the system
under test.



WorkloadWisdom appliance setup, graphically showing the status of each port on the appliance.

From the WorkloadWisdom graphical user interface on the next page, in the Workload Library, the user selects a
pre-built Fibre Channel workload and chooses the parameters that match the application(s), such as I/O writes, request
size, MPIO type, number of concurrent I/O requests and test duration. This creates an accurate representation of your
production application workloads.
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A profile that emulates the workload of the application and then iterates the test over various queue depths could be
generated. Block sizes were also altered since block size may have an impact on bandwidth and IOPs (variables in the grey
columns below).
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In the resulting test table, you can sort by any column heading and you can quickly see what combination of queue depths
and block sizes result in the optimal Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), for this application on this array. KPIs are to the
right of the grey columns. These results are maintained in the Results Library so future changes can be compared with
these new baseline results.
For simple, single tests, results are displayed in real-time via a simple-to-understand and customizable graphical
table output. The most useful results typically include the charts on latency, throughput and IOPS that enable visual
analysis of different load parameters, access patterns, file structures and configurations.
Performance profile testing like we show above, sometimes called ‘4-corner testing’ or benchmarking, is done in
order to fully characterize the behavior of a storage system under a large set of workload conditions. This iterative testing
will provide a map of the behavior of the storage system – making it easy to understand the strengths and weaknesses of
the array and which workload attributes, and changes, most directly affect performance. From a single command, it’s easy
to de-risk changes by simulating workflows, allowing the user to iterate many various workload characterization attributes
including I/O load profile, block size, command mix, queue depth settings, etc..
With traditional workload benchmarking methods, workloads and storage protocols are typically validated one at a
time, independently, or with a significant amounts of custom built scripting. With Load DynamiX Enterprise, users can
create many different workloads, across different storage protocols, and run them all at the same time. Because this
legacy method is so time-consuming, it’s not uncommon to just make changes in production and wait to see if the users
complain. The WorkloadWisdom approach is simple, accurate and fast, and results in a realistic and holistic emulation of
the performance impact of changes to production environments.
With WorkloadWisdom, change management – the effect that patches, firmware updates, OS
updates, and hardware or configuration changes have on performance -- can be measured and
analyzed pre-production. This greatly reduces the risk of problems for the operations teams when
making changes and enables periodic regression testing to be done.

Our Take
Virtual Instruments provides a combined software and hardware performance testing and validation solution that
includes both pre-defined and customized storage workload modeling and load generation. With the ability to accurately
emulate real-world application workload behavior, WorkloadWisdom enables operations personnel, storage engineers
and architects to make intelligent deployment decisions regarding networked storage infrastructure. To better meet the
needs of IT customers, Virtual Instruments, then called Load DynamiX, developed and released the WorkloadWisdom
solution. The primary objective with WorkloadWisdom is to deliver a performance validation toolset for IT
organizations that makes it easier to model workloads, create test cases and evaluate results.
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Based on experiences gained as the storage performance validation standard for storage vendors, the new
WorkloadWisdom solution leverages this easy-to-use software platform with an intuitive Web-based GUI. The
Peformance Validation Appliance solution is capable of testing the performance of even the largest all flash storage
arrays in the industry.
The technology is exceptional, but it is the business benefits that provide the most value to storage planners. The
WorkloadWisdom solution lowers storage costs, mitigates business risk and increases storage staff productivity while
avoiding incremental lab expenses. These benefits contribute directly to a company’s bottom line and justify the
investment in the solution. ●
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